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4 Locations Bookmarked

Megu Cafe 

"Japanese Bites"

Run by the Japanese woman Megu, along with her Indian business

partner Sanjay, the Megu Cafe offers diners a restful break from the

chaotic alleys outside. This cozy restaurant boasts an exciting and

authentic menu where all of the dishes are prepared by a skillful Japanese

cook. Cute wooden chairs and tables with glass tops make for a pretty

picture while the chopsticks invite the initiated to try their hand at it! While

Japanese tourists understandably flock here, locals and others are not left

behind. Closed on Sundays.

 +91 9236519262  D 8/1 Kalika Gali, Near Golden Temple, Varanasi

Shanti Cafe 

"Exotic Japanese Delights"

Located at the Kashi Vishwanath Temple area, Shanti Cafe offers a

refreshing change from the South Indian cuisine which is usually found in

the area with some exotic Japanese delicacies along with a couple of

Korean dishes. The restaurant's menu consists of delicacies like Miso

Soup with Pork, Kimchi Cold Soba and Pork Curry which is a far cry from

the vegetarian food found in the area. A range of traditional Indian

beverages like masala chai and lassi are served alongside Japanese teas

and coffee to provide some variety. Although the decor is minimal, the

food alone is quite a draw for tourists.

 +91 7376472960  Off Dasashwamedh Road, D 15/69, Behind Dasashwamedh

Boarding, Manmandir Ghat, Varanasi

 by [puamelia]   

Spicy Bites 

"Hearty Oriental Fare"

Spicy Bites is a family-friendly oriental cuisine restaurant in the heart of

the holy city. Located on the busy Bangali Tola Road close to the iconic

city ghats, this eatery serves up classic Japanese, Korean, continental and

Indian specialties. Start off with any of its appetizing soups and take the

culinary experience ahead with staple oriental dishes like Okuradon,

Chicken Chukadon and those wholesome sushi rolls. Chinese and North

Indian preparations are also an all-time favorite here.

 +91 9935516530  D. 32/16A Bangali Tola Road, Opposite Rana Mahal Phatak,

Bangali Tola, Varanasi

i:ba Cafe Restaurant 

"Japanese Fare"

i:ba Cafe Restaurant is a slice of Japan in Varanasi in every respect. With a

wonderful decor that stands out from the rest of the eateries, one can

expect a slew of authentically prepared Japanese dishes served to

perfection. Prices are not too high and the service is friendly. The only

downside is its distance from the main Dasashwamedh Road however if
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you happen to be living around Assi Ghat, i:ba is not too far.

 +91 542 227 7523  B 3/335 Shivala, Varanasi
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